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THESIS STATEMENT
Contrasting and comparing free will versus predestination to critically detail and describe
if one is more accurate than the other and, more possibly, that both can coexist in harmony
without being contradictory to one another.
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INTRODUCTION
First, predestination must be defined to keep the free will a direct contrast. If
predestination is defined as one being predestined once they receive Christ as their Savior then
predestination and free will become somewhat superfluous. The previous statement could call
into argument that free will is acceptable until one accepts Christ as their Savior then is
predestined by God’s purpose after salvation. For this paper predestination will mean the act of
selecting one person which has not selected Christ to be their Savior, but is inclined to do so or
not do so out of the lack of free will therefore rendering them unable to choose and the choice
having already been made for them by God their Creator. Free will, however, will be defined to
mean a person which has the ability and cognition to choose whether they will accept Jesus
Christ as their Savior or not.
As this paper delves deeper into how free will and predestination can cohesively exist
harmoniously it will seek to muddy the line of separation between the two camps of thought. A
statement so simple, yet profound on free will by John Calvin, “That some believe in the gospel
and others remain unbelieving is a difference, they hold, arising not from God’s free election or
His secret counsel, but from the will of each individual.”1 Still others believe in predestination
profoundly stated, “Moreover, some determinists say that if one knows the conditions prior to the
occurrence of an action or event plus whatever general laws pertain to such states of affairs, one
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can predict what not only may but must happen.”2 Herein lies the conundrum of which is correct
free will or predestination and can one concept reign over the other.
If one states that predestination is the only way that God made human beings then we can
argue that humans have tricked themselves into believing that they have the ability to make
choices in their lives, and if this is true then the choices one makes in their day to day living may
be said that those choices were already pre-planned and that person never had the choice from
the beginning. Predestination can be broken into numerous sections of absolute deterministic
approaches to partial approaches. If one believes in absolute deterministic approaches then each
and every choice made has been already preconceived by God and has been somewhat futile to
the person making the choice, because now that the choice has been made one cannot go back
and make a second choice. If on the other hand one believes in partial deterministic approaches
then one could state that there are certain instances and choices that one makes that were preknown from the beginning of time that no matter what, they were going to be what they were,
but there are choices that are able to be made which can also be changed or altered which were
possibly unknown or inconsequential.
The thoughts and supporters of free will would say that there is always a choice to make
and that the person has the ability to make that choice devoid of what the consequences may be
and possibly the better for them. R.C. Sproul explains Pelagius’ statement of free will, “Free
will consists chiefly in the ability to choose either good or evil. This ability of possibility is the
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very essence of free will…”3 To explain the fall in the Garden of Eden the proponents of free
will have said without the ability to select good or evil then the sin of man would have never
happened, but predestination says it was already predetermined that the fall would happen.
BODY
So can both free will and predestination coexist peacefully together without conflicting
and contradicting God’s word? Edwards states a possible solution to both existing cohesively,
Hereby it becomes manifest, that God’s moral government over mankind, his treating
them as moral agents, making them the objects of his commands, counsels, calls,
warnings, expostulations, promises, threatenings, rewards and punishments, is not
inconsistent with a determining disposal of all events, of every kind, throughout the
universe, in his providence; either by positive efficiency, or permission, Indeed, such an
universal, determining Providence infers some kind of necessity of all events, such as a
necessity as implies an infallible, previous fixedness of the futurity of the event; but no
other necessity of moral events, or volitions of intelligent agents, is needful in order to
this, than moral necessity…4
By Edwards stating God has providence over all matters, but not having a necessity of moral
happenings means that predestination does in fact happen, but to an extent where God’s creation
can choose what does happen in their lives.
This is where the two camps divide vehemently and begin to draw a line in the sand.
Predestination advocates state that God has chosen from the beginning and whatever has been
chosen is right and there is no free will for mankind. And on the other side of the line are the
free will supporters who state that free will is of the essence and without it mankind becomes a
robot without a brain to make such worthy decisions, about or, for himself.
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To be fair predestination advocates do have a point about not having full control of
decisions which are made by mankind. No man can alter the things which God has put in motion
including, but not limited to, the end of the world. This thought process even becomes largely
supported by those in its camp quoting Romans chapter nine speaking of divine election.
Numerous passages appear at first cursory glance to support a predefined predestination stance
which speaks of election and God’s sovereignty about who He has chosen and events He has
made to happen a specific way that will not be changed.
However, free will supporters do well in passages leaning on Numbers 14:11, “Then the
Lord said to Moses: ‘How long will these people reject Me?”5 One cannot refute the passages
which allude strongly to mankind’s free will of either accepting God’s will for their lives or
denying His will for their lives. The emphasis that most supporters of free will like to make is
the point of love and how love is practically impossible without free will. One such quote sums
up the idea, “Furthermore, we agree that God could have created a world in which he precisely
controlled and determined all things, including the choices of human beings. But we believe
such a world would make true human love impossible. True human love requires libertarian
freedom.”6 Can God have love without free will? Most theologians would say no because of
God’s sovereignty. Geisler expresses his thoughts, “Of course, God cannot do what is actually
impossible to do…God cannot make a square circle. Nor can He make a triangle with only two
sides…Nonetheless, God can do whatever is possible to do.”7 This reason at first glimpse
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sounds appropriate and even solves free will unless God can do the impossible. Some argue that
free will and predestination can coexist; if this is possible then God can create the impossible
since man cannot within himself or his rationale posit two contradictions and make them exist
peaceably together. God’s sovereignty is even defined with concrete terms that humankind can
grasp when God has said that His ways are not our ways and that He is a mystery. This only
proves that man is arrogant enough to try and explain God’s paradox of free will and
predestination.
To describe free will and predestination cohesively existing without boundaries within
each other we must begin to think like God. This is in most cases impossible. To say otherwise
is plain pride. To begin to think like God we must grasp a total understanding of how God thinks
and who God is. God’s word states that in the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.8
Most theologians accept that before this God was still there, but there was nothing. R.C. Sproul
elaborates, “If we try to think of nothing, we always wind up thinking of something. As soon as
I try to think about nothing, I start imagining a lot of ‘empty’ air. But air is
something…Jonathan Edwards once said that nothing is what sleeping rocks dream about.”9 To
accept that we cannot understand nothing, it is then possible to state that man cannot understand
two seemingly contradictory terms united in God’s terminology which appear to be both present
and congruent. Olson describes this, “I am not implying that both are true at every
point…Nevertheless, to say that only one honors Scripture is wrong. Neither tradition is the
gospel itself; both are fallible attempts to interpret the gospel and Scripture, and both can honor
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them even if one or the other is wrong at certain points.”10
Before moving forward this paper must identify that it is not distinguishing between the
groups of followers from Pelagianism, Arminianism, and Calvinism. To decipher amongst these
groups and beliefs numerous pieces have been written and this paper will not delve into the
beliefs or philosophies; however, to compare some compare hyper-Calvinism to predestination.
“Some non-Calvinists do not think that Calvinists can freely offer the gospel to all persons since
they believe in a definite atonement of Christ for the elect alone. Calvinists respond that the
extent of the atonement does not come into play in the preaching of the gospel…the evangelist
need not preach that ‘Jesus died for you.’ The only group that denies the free offer to all sinners
indiscriminately is hyper-Calvinism.”11 This could mean that the term predestination could
possibly be interchangeable with hyper-Calvinism if predestination rests solely on a person’s
status of God’s choosing whether they will enter into eternity with Him.
Thus free will must have some play within scripture since man is commanded to go and
make disciples; if this were not the case then free will might lose this argument. Man would no
more need to go tell someone about Christ than breath if predestination were so completely true
that free will of the soul did not exist. It is a plaguing thing which causes mankind to choose
between two things which God has created and deemed important enough to work together in
His own creation. The issue of free will cannot be cast aside as if it were reprehensible to man’s
knowledge. In the Garden of Eden there was a choice to not eat of the tree, yet mankind ate and
with his disobedience he chose to do wrong against God. This is a prime example of free will if
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ever there were an illustration. “For, if you think the matter of ‘Free-will’ is not necessary to be
known, nor at all concerned with Christ, you speak honestly, but think wickedly: but, if you think
it is necessary, you speak wickedly, and think rightly.”12 This is the ultimate thought of man;
man either believes free will is of dire importance and thinks that he must understand God’s
ways or he believes free will is of no importance whatsoever and treads closely on the line of
heaven and hell.
Fearing the separation of free will and predestination spans further and further apart when
dropped into the hands of men the scriptures dispute whether free will or predestination exist
utterly separate of one another. Again, though there are theologians such as Vance who quotes
John Calvin,
We call predestination God’s eternal decree, by which he compacted with himself what
he willed to become of each man. For all are not created in equal condition; rather,
eternal life is foreordained for some, eternal damnation for others. Therefore, as any man
has been created to one or the other of these ends, we speak of him as predestinated to
life or death.13
To read the quote appears at first to state the obvious about a man being destined to life or death,
heaven or hell, but further research shows that this path of specific predestination focuses on one
portion or one path of scripture without encompassing all scripture in its context. When
theologians grab at one verse and create it to mean something that suits their arguments mankind
can be sure it has perverted God’s law. If belief that predestination is supreme then certain
extreme groups can use the scriptures as good rules to abide by and God will do the choosing in
the end, which is exactly what other sects, cults, and modified Judaic religions have done in the
12
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present time. When the church (being born-again believers) divide themselves on something that
was never meant to divide God’s church then it is the ones who have caused the division that are
in dire straits.
How then does a person get back to where free will and predestination can coexist
peacefully? Peterson and Williams do a decent job at approaching this subject while siding with
Calvinism,
Calvinism and Arminianism do disagree regarding significant issues having to do with
salvation…Yet we do not think of Arminianism as a heresy or Arminian Christians as
unregenerate. You see, calling someone a heretic is serious business. Heresy is not
merely doctrinal error; it is damnable error…The Arminian tradition does neither. The
Arminian Christian believes that Jesus Christ is God come to the sinner by way of the
grace of God received through faith. Whatever issues relevant to salvation we disagree
upon, let us agree on this: the Calvinist and the Arminian are brothers in Christ. Both
belong to the household of faith.14
This statement appears to settle the dispute of the two categories amicably all the while stating
the disagreement. This solution appears to cautiously sweep away the thorns under the rug so
that no one gets hurt in the process of discussing free will or predestination.
If one sides with free will over predestination one can also inadvertently use hyper-grace
as one’s pedestal. In current Western theology hyper-grace is poured out from pulpits by pastors
who dare not use sin or holiness so as to not infuriate or upset the congregation and to continue
to fill seats. This method of free will which states that man has the ability to choose whatever he
wants to do, but the blood of Christ washes him clean once he apologizes. Free will in this
context allows sin to be cheapened and this is where predestination asks whether someone who
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treats grace so casually is truly a born-again Christian since they appear to follow God’s law
loosely, if at all.
CONCLUSION
The separation of free will and predestination will always be prevalent in numerous
theological think tanks and among born-again Christians. To bring the two together there must
be boundaries set within each. These boundaries are stated in scripture whether directly or
indirectly through rational reasoning.
Free will exists within parameters set forth by God from the beginning of creation. The
first parameter of free will is the ability to choose within God’s framework. This means that man
is able to choose whether he lives or dies physically and to some extent in eternity. If man
chooses to commit suicide he has the parameter to do so which is a choice to die physically. To
further that choice by making that choice (for this paper-without being a born-again Christian to
minimize further transcendental arguments) to end his life he chooses to be separated from God
for eternity. The opposite of this is also true where the man decides to choose to live for God
and become a born-again Christian so that by making this choice he will have life eternally with
God. This is the end of the parameters. There is no parameter for man choosing a god or
choosing part of life in separation or hell and the other part of eternity with God. Furthermore,
free will speaks of making a decision on whether to accept Christ as Savior and having faith in
God. If man has free will to accept a Savior or to reject Him then man must have the final say as
some would protest mankind does. However, God knew each man before he was formed so God
already knew whether that man was going to accept Jesus Christ as his Savior.
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This above decision of Christ as Savior leads to the concept predestination. If God
already knew that man was going to accept Jesus as Savior then the proponents of predestination
would say that only supports their argument for predestination. Predestination must be
implemented even in free will to explain how God gives man the ability to accept Him or reject
Him as Savior, all the while knowing which one man will choose. This concept of predestination
does not conflict with free will though. The concept can be described as a father giving his son a
choice of blue candy in his left hand and red candy in his right hand. The father knows that his
son will choose one of the pieces of candy, but the son has the freedom to select which one it
will be by his own will. If the father’s will is for the son to have the blue piece then he will give
that one to the son, but if the son truly wants the red one and insists the father, however
disappointed, will give the child the red candy. Because the father loves his son he will try his
best to make certain the son chooses the blue piece of candy, but in the end the son gets the final
decision.
To state that free will exists without predestination or vice versa is to directly conflict
with the Bible. MacArthur sums it up:
All right, everybody believes the Bible (he was speaking to believers in a church), right?
Then you believe in predestination. You say, ‘No, I was raised a Methodist.’ I don’t care
what you were raised, you believe in predestination, if you believe the Bible, because in
Ephesians 1, it says, He predestined us before the foundation of the world…The Bible
also says, ‘Whosoever will may come. Him who cometh to me I will in no wise cast out?
You believe that? Okay. So, you believe that too. So, you believe in man’s volition.
Free will is not a biblical term, because man’s will isn’t really free. It is bound by sin.
When you became a Christian, did you say to yourself, ‘Oh, I am elect! I think, I’ll get
saved.’ No. No, you made a decision, didn’t you? You made a choice…
The problem is not whether you believe those. The problem is how you harmonize them,
right? You know how you harmonize them? No, you don’t. You don’t know how to
harmonize them. Because there is no way to harmonize them. And, the way that I like to
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illustrate it is this, is Jesus God or man? Both. Is He all man? 100% man? 100% God?
How can He be 200%? It is a paradox…You have to leave the paradox.15
To delineate between free will and predestination may be next to impossible for man, but since
God created both they must exist in harmony. The best solution for the two groups of thought
and which is right and which is supreme there is but one answer for the question of does God
have predestination or does He give free will – yes!
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